FEATURE FILMS
(including critical works on films)
Part 3: L - R
(Classification PN1900 - PN2297)

Format is DVD, unless otherwise indicated as VHS (videocassette). Most of these items are located at Media Reserve, 2nd floor of the Library. Some items may be currently checked out or located in campus offices outside the Library. Please check the Library’s Online Catalog for current availability and location of these titles.

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L353 2017  (128 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L37 1999  (98 min.)

Lagaan. = Lagāna : once upon a time in India. Culver City, Calif. : Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment, c2001. (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L34 2001  (ca. 225 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L35 2004  (116 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L363 2017  (101 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1995.75 .L35 1997

The last emperor. Santa Monica, Calif. : Artisan Entertainment, [1998].

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L375 2007  (123 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L375 2003  (98 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L3773 2012 (163 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L3779 1999 (94 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1995.9.H47 L385 2012 (84 min. (full); 61 min. (abridged))

Laura. Beverly Hills, Calif. : Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, [2005]  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L3 2005 (87 min.)

The law of desire = La leg del deseo. Culver City, Calif. : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment; Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment, c2007.  (Foreign DVD)  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L38 2007 (ca. 102 min.)


Leave her to heaven. Beverly Hills, Calif. : 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, [2004]  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L42 2004 (ca. 110 min.)

The legend of drunken master. Burbank, Calif. : Dimension Home Video, [2009]  (Foreign DVD)  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L431 2009 (102 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L438 2001 (101 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L45 2005 (107 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L467 2004 (187 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L477 (101 min.)

Letter from an unknown woman. [Taipei, Taiwan] : Evervision, [2005?]  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L477 2005 (86 min.)

Leviathan = Leviathan. Culver City, California : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, c2015.  (Foreign DVD)  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L48 2015 (141 min.)

Life is beautiful. = La vita è bella. [Calif.] : Miramax Home Entertainment ; Burbank, Calif. : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [1999]. (Foreign DVD)  

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L5318 2013 (123 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L532 2007 (102 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L531 2005 (117 min.)

Like water for chocolate. = Como agua para chocolate. Burbank, Calif : Touchstone Home Video : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [2000?]  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L541 2000 (105 min.)

The Limey. Santa Monica, Calif. : Artisan Home Entertainment, c2000  
CALL NUMBER: PN 1195.9 S87 L733 2000 (89 mins.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L562 2013 (150 min.)

The lion king. [United States] : Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment, 2011. (Blu Ray/DVD)  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L567 2011 (88 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L575 2006 (101 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L5781 2000 (118 min.)

Live flesh = Carne trémula. Culver City, Calif. : Sony Pictures Classics : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, c2007. (Foreign DVD)  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L58 2007 (101 min.)

The lives of others = Leben der Anderen. Culver City, Calif. : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2007. (Foreign DVD)  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L583 2007 (137 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L643 2017 (137 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L644 2007 (153 min.)
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L652 2016 (99 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L654 2004 (276 min.)

Lord of the flies. [Irvington, NY] : Criterion Collection, [1999] 
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L67 1999 (90 min.)


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L673 2004 (ca. 250 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L672 2003 (223 min.)

Lord of war. Santa Monica, CA : Lions Gate Entertainment, [2006] 
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L674 2006 (122 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L6763 2010 (97 min.)

The lost city. Los Angeles, CA : Distributed by Magnolia Home Entertainment, [2006] 
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L6765 2006 (ca. 144 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L678 2003 (102 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L679 2004 (179 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L679 2000 (100 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L682 2004 (135 min.)

Love can seriously damage your health. = El amor perjudica seriamente la salud. [S.l.] : Condor Media : Distributed by Vanguard Cinema, c2001. (Foreign DVD) 
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L683 2001 (118 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L6845 2003 (90 min.)
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L685 2006 (121 min.)


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L687 2008 (90 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L689 2018 (95 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .L878 2008 (159 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M3 2004 (ca. 160 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M31 1999 (ca. 88 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M3231 2010 (105 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M3232 2015 (120 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M324 2008 102 min.)

The magnificent seven. Los Angeles, CA : MGM Home Entertainment, [2006]
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M337 2006 (ca. 128 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M338 2000 (188 min.)


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M3471 2000 (100 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M352 2017 (137 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M363 2007 (120 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M3684 1935 (75 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M3685 2005 (120 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1995.75 .M36 1998 (68 min.)


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M37 2004 (101 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M374 2003 (94 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M375 2006 (441 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M376 2005 (130 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M3771 2015 (141 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN2287.P5 M37 2005 (ca. 90 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M37745 2003 (89 min.)

Matador. [Culver City, Calif.] : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, c2007.  
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M375 2007 (ca. 106 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997.M38 2001 (136 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1995.9.S26 M373 2001 (123 min.)


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M46 2002 (113 min. total)


CALL NUMBER: PN1995.9.A26 M53 2007 (60 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M5224 1998 (113 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M5226 2011 (94 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M5229 2012 (ca. 120 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M54 2011 (91 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M542 2005 (ca. 111 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M543 2016 (100 min.)


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M545 2011 (95 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M55 2010 (132 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M566 2003 (ca. 146 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M5765 2006 (97 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M5768 2013 (158 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M77 1999 (130 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M600 2017 (107 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M61 2001 (115 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M668 1999 (93 min.)

Mongolian ping pong. [United States] : First Run Features, [2006] (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M661 2006 (102 min.)


Monsters, Inc. Burbank, Calif. : Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [2009] (Blu-ray/DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M667 2009 (ca. 93 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M6673 2013 (104 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M668 1999 (93 min.)

More. [United States] : Despair, [2004?]
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997.5 .M66 2004 (ca. 144 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M672 2016  (91 min.)

The most dangerous game. [S.l.] : Criterion Collection, c1999.
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M673 1999  (63 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M68 2005  (127 min.)

The motorcycle diaries = Diarios de motocicleta. Universal City, Calif. : Universal, [2005] (Foreign DVD)

CALL NUMBER PN1995.75 .M684 2002  (414 min.)


Mr. & Mrs. Smith. [United States] : Turner Entertainment Co. ; Burbank, CA : Distributed by Warner Home Video Inc., [2004]
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M76 2004  (95 min.)

Mr. Turner. Culver City, Calif. : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, c2015.
CALL NUMBER: Pn1997 .M772 2015  (150 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M78 2004  (135 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M83 2003  (111 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M845 2002  (147 min.)

Murder. St-Laurent, Quebec, Canada: Madacy Video.1998.

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M8733 2010  (151 min.)

Mustang. [United States] : Cohen Media Group, 2016.  (Foreign DVD)
CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M8738 2016  (94 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M89 2004  (132 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M918 2003  (95 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M92 1992  (120 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M935 2004  (127 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M94 2011  (103 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .M96 2006  (ca. 87 min.)

My voyage to Italy = Mil viaggio in Italia. [United States] : Miramax Home Entertainment ; Burbank, CA : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [2003]


   CALL NUMBER: PN1995.9.S695 M97 2004  (57 min.)

The naked city. [S. l.]: Upcoast Film Consultants; Chatsworth, CA: Image Entertainment [distr 1999.]


Navy blues. [Atlanta : Turner Classic Movies, 2010?] 

Nebraska. Hollywood, California : Paramount, [2013]
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N42 2013  (114 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N484 2006  (ca. 135 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N53 2005 (95 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N60 2017 (116 min.)

No country for old men. Burbank, Calif. : Miramax Home Entertainment : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [2008]
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N61 2008 (ca. 122 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N64 2002 (97 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1993.5.N55 N65 2010 (74 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N65 2004 (136 min. total)

Northwest stampede. [Burbank, CA : Starz Entertainment, 2010?]
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N677 2010 (80 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N673 2007 (94 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N673 2009 (100 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N6735 2004 (92 min.)

Notorious. Taipei : Buddha Video Co., [2008?].  

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .N832 2006 (ca. 117 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .O27 2001 (103 min.)

October (ten days that shook the world). Chatsworth, CA : Corinth Films : Distributed exclusively by Image Entertainment, c1998.  


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .O45 2005 (ca. 135 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .O41 2005 (90 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .O42 2004 (114 min.)

Oliver. Culver City, California : Columbia TriStar Home Video, c1998.  

Oliver Twist. [S.I.] : ‡b: Criterion Collection, [1998]  

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .O5 2001 (108 min.)


CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .O533 1997 (133 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .O54 2010 (78 min.)


Orange is the new black : season three. [S.l.] : Lionsgate, 2016. CALL NUMBER: PN 1992.77 .O73 2014 v3 (783 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P36 2007 (ca. 119 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: N6490 .P37 2010 (120 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P374 2010 (145 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P375 2004 (126 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P3755 2009 (105 min.)

Pather Panchali. Calcutta : Angel Video, p2014. (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P3758 2014 (159 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P376 2010 (88 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P388 2012 (170 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P45 2002 (ca. 88 min.)

Pépé le Moko. [United States] : Home Vision Entertainment ; Criterion Collection, [2003] (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P468 2003 (94 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P47 2003 (113 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P473 2015 (100 min.)

The perks of being a wallflower. Santa Monica, CA : Summit Entertainment, c2013.
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P475 2013 (103 min.)

A personal journey with Martin Scorsese through American movies. Santa Monica, CA : Voyager Co. : Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [2000?]
   CALL NUMBER: PN1993.5.U6 S36 2000 (226 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P48 2013 (82 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P482 2012 (92 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P51 2000 (112 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P511 2013 (98 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P512 2016 (98 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P52 2002 (150 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P54 2002 (111 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P564 1999 (115 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1992.8.C66 P56 2005 (ca. 60 min.)

A place in the world = Un lugar en el mundo. [Hollywood, CA] : First Look Home Entertainment, c2005. (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P5912 2005 (120 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P5927 2011 (120 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: HB3722 .P58 2010 (100 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P655 2001  (122 min.)

Il postino = The postman. [Calif.] : Miramax Home Entertainment ; Burbank, Calif. : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, c1995. (Foreign DVD)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1995.9.S45 P74 2009  (466 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P743 2006  (96 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P745 2010  (98 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P748 2000  (ca. 134 min.)

The producers. Culver City, Calif. : Distributed by Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, [2005]
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P76 2005  (ca. 90 min.)

A prophet. Culver City, Calif. : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, [2010] (Foreign DVD)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P84 2002 (154 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .P877 1997 (111 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .Q4 2007 (103 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .Q44 2017 (124 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .Q537 2013 (129 min.)

Quigley down under. Santa Monica, CA : MGM Home Entertainment Inc., [2001].
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .Q54 2001 (120 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R22 2003 (94 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R31 2016 (135 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R32 2009 (113 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R334 1997 (ca. 129 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R3451 2003 (92 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R3462 2004 (134 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R3461 2005 (121 min.)

Raise the red lantern = Da hong deng long gao gao gua. [S.l.] : ERA Home Entertainment Ltd [distributor] [200-?] (Foreign DVD)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R348 1999  (94 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R349 2004  (119 min.)


Rashomon. [Irvington, NY?] : Criterion Collection, c2001. (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R376 2002  (88 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R378 2007  (111 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R41 2010  (ca. 15 hrs.)

Real women have curves. [United States] : HBO Video, c2003.
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R413 2003  (86 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R421 2001  (115 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R421 2005  (112 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R423 2008  (131 min)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R4234 2013  (111 min.)

Recipes to stay together. = Cilantro y perejil. [Phoenix, AZ] : Desert Mountain Media, c2002. (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R4235 2002  (ca. 90 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R42352 2011  (97 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN9197 .R4237 1998 (133 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R428 2002 (67 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R45 2001 (132 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R483 2016 (156 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R4865 2009 (115 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R487 2009 (118 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R5231 2004 (ca. 158 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .F56 2007 (141 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R57 2002 (93 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R578 1999 (124 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R59 2000 (87 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R6244 2002  (100 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R64 2006  (104 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R653 2007  (119 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R653 2009  (105 min.)

Room. Santa Monica, California : Lionsgate, 2016, c2015.
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R664 2016  (approximately 118 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R665 2004  (117 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R664 2001  (573 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R666 2005  (80 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R6735 2012  (136 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R6736 2005  (118 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R68 2009  (117 min.)

Rounders. [United States] : Miramax Home Entertainment ; Burbank, Calif. : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [2004]
   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R686 2004  (ca. 121 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R692 2004  (621 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R84 2004  (106 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R845 2001  (154 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R86 1999  (81 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PN1997 .R87 2014  (123 min.)


Last updated: 10/27/18